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“The world is witnessing political wars that use reli-
gious and sectarian slogans to achieve different inter-
ests at the expense of the blood of innocent people,
which should be taken care of,” he added. Guterres
stressed the role of Al-Azhar as an important example
of the true face of Islam, praising Al-Azhar’s initiative to
open dialogue with religious institutions around the
world, especially the Vatican, which will help consoli-

date peace and coexistence.
Tayeb affirmed Al-Azhar’s readiness to carry a

global message of peace to cooperate with the UN to
achieve their common goals of consolidating world
peace and achieving equality among all. He highlight-
ed the great role of Al-Azhar in confronting terrorism,
laying down the principles of human goodwill, equality
and justice among people. He stressed that Al-Azhar
trains Muslim imams and preachers and receives thou-
sands of students from all over the world to qualify
them and provide them with the knowledge and values
necessary to carry this noble humanitarian message.
Following his visit to Al-Azhar, Guterres was sched-
uled to meet President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi. On
Sunday, he attended an Arab League summit in
Tunisia. — Agencies  
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visit North Macedonia. Truly historic day,” Zaev
wrote on Twitter beneath a photo of the two leaders
embracing outside the government building, where they
took a selfie before entering inside. With the name issue
behind them, the neighbors are also touting the promise
of boosting economic ties. Tsipras is joined by 10 minis-
ters and more than two dozen Greek business leaders
with him attended a business forum in the afternoon. 

Ahead of the visit, Zaev told AFP there would be
new Greek investments worth more than 500 million
euros in North Macedonia, which is much smaller and
poorer than its EU member neighbor. “The Republic of
North Macedonia will have huge economic benefits
from the deal that I believe will be seen in every area of
the economy,” the prime minister added.

Since the initial name accord was inked in June 2018,
congratulations have poured in from around the globe
for the two young premiers, who took on risky political

battles at home to push the deal through, enraging
nationalists in both countries. Even before the deal was
finalized, the pair were nominated for the Nobel Peace
Prize by 2015 winner Wided Bouchamaoui of Tunisia.
“This visit is historic,” Tsipras told the state-run MIA
news agency on Monday, hailing a new future for the
“partners and allies”.

But he conceded that a “significant portion of the
Greek people” are still “seriously concerned” about the
name deal. “It is our responsibility - mine and Zoran’s -
to show that our nations can only benefit from the path
that is now open,” he said, condemning “rising forces of
nationalism”. Disgruntlement is also palpable in Skopje
among some who feel the name-change is an embar-
rassing concession to Greece and that the end-goal -
entry into the EU - may never materialize.

North Macedonia is in the process of joining NATO
and hoping the EU will open accession talks in June.
Yet the timeline is unclear, with appetite for enlarge-
ment shrinking considerably among several members of
the bloc, particularly France. Meanwhile, in his own
protest, the Balkan state’s President Gjorge Ivanov has
been refusing to sign bills from parliament ever since
North Macedonia became the official name. The two-
term president will be replaced in elections later this
month. — AFP 
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PARIS: The rapid spread of e-cigarette use among
young teenagers has not slowed the decline in smoking
in the same age group, much less reversed it, according
to a new study. Nor has vaping caused 13-to-15 year
olds canvassed in Britain to see tobacco use in a more
positive light, researchers reported yesterday. The find-
ings, published in the BMJ journal Thorax, are the latest
to conclude that nicotine-delivering electronic cigarettes
are not, as once feared, a gateway drug for tobacco.

“Our research does not support the hypothesis that
e-cigarettes ‘renormalized’ youth smoking during a
period of growing but largely unregulated use in the
UK,” the study concluded. But neither did it alleviate
growing concern about the health consequences of
vaping, which remain largely unknown in part because
the practice is so new. It took decades, experts point

out, to determine that smoking tobacco - which
accounts for more than seven million premature deaths
worldwide every year - is truly dangerous.  

Research on nearly 100,000 adults in the United
States - presented at a major conference last month
there - showed that e-cigarette use increases the likeli-
hood of heart attacks, coronary artery disease and
depression by 34, 25 and 55 percent respectively. Rates
of these conditions were far higher among smokers.
Another study from February, published in the Nature
Journal Scientific Reports, linked chemicals used in 90
percent of vaping systems to impaired lung function.

“We must take aggressive steps to protect our chil-
dren from these highly potent products,” the US Surgeon
General said in a rare public advisory in December, warn-
ing of the harmful impact of nicotine on still-developing

brains.  The new findings looked at changes in behavior
and attitude among a quarter of a million young teens in
Britain from 1998 to 2015. During that period, they found,
the percentage of 13-to-15 years olds who had smoked at
least once fell from 60 to 19, and the share of regular
smokers dropped from 19 to five percent.

Perceptions changed as well. Only 27 percent of
young teens in 2015 said it was “OK to try a cigarette”,
compared with 70 percent 15 years earlier. Crucially, the
rate at which these shifts took place barely slowed, if at
all, from 2011 to 2015, the period when e-cigarettes were
taking off. “Favorable perceptions of regular smoking
among this age group also fell at a faster rate after the
proliferation of e-cigarettes, which would not be expect-
ed if smoking was in the process of being ‘renormal-
ized’,” the authors concluded. Figures from the rest of

Europe and North America suggest similar trends.
The use of e-cigarettes in the United States jumped

by more than 75 percent in 2018 compared with the
year before, prompting the US Food and Drug
Administration to call last fall tighter regulations. Teens
in every age bracket are today more likely to vape than
to smoke cigarettes, according to the US National
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA). Nearly 10 percent of
13-to-14 year olds said they had vaped within the last
month, but less than four percent had lit up a cigarette,
the NIDA reported in November. For 17-to-18 year
olds, the gap closed, but the number of smokers was
still 50 percent lower than users of e-cigarettes. In the
United States today, one in 20 adults - or more than 10
million people - use e-cigarettes, while three times as
many are smokers. — AFP 

E-cigarettes haven’t made 
teen smoking cool again

MUMBAI: WhatsApp yesterday launched a service
for Indians to check the veracity of information, in
the messaging platform’s latest attempt to combat
fake news in India ahead of national elections begin-
ning this month. WhatsApp said in a statement it was
working with local startup Proto to classify messages
sent to the service by users as true, false, misleading
or disputed. They will also build a database of such
content to better understand misinformation.

The move comes as WhatsApp, with over 200
million users in India, battles criticism of its platform
being used for the spread of misinformation, while
social media companies across the board work to
prevent the phenomenon - particularly during sensi-
tive events such as elections. WhatsApp owner
Facebook Inc said on Monday it had deleted 712
accounts and 390 pages in India and Pakistan for
“inauthentic behaviour”, saying many were linked to
India’s opposition Congress party and others related
to Pakistan’s military. The first phase of India’s elec-
tions are scheduled to begin on April 11, with final
results expected on May 23.

Major Indian political parties have accused each
other of propagating fake news on WhatsApp while
denying they do so themselves. In February, a senior
WhatsApp executive said parties were trying to use

the app in “ways for which it was not intended”.
WhatsApp had a similar challenge during Brazilian
elections last year, when politicians had faced claims
of spreading falsehoods on the platform.

“The goal of this project is to study the misinfor-
mation phenomenon at scale,” Proto’s founders
Ritvvij Parrikh and Nasr ul Hadi said in a statement.
“As more data flows in, we will be able to identify
the most susceptible or affected issues, locations,
languages, regions, and more.” WhatsApp said Proto
would be helped by two other organizations with
experience working on misinformation-related proj-
ects. “The challenge of viral misinformation requires
more collaborative efforts and cannot be solved by
any one organization alone,” WhatsApp said.

The new service, dubbed Checkpoint Tipline, can
receive messages in the form of images and video as
well as text in English and four regional languages, it
added. Checkpoint is a research project commis-
sioned by WhatsApp. Reuters received a message
on WhatsApp containing false information and for-
warded it to the service around 0640 GMT. It was
still awaiting classification more than two hours lat-
er. “Thank you, we’ve received your request and you
should hear from us again shortly,” a reply said.

WhatsApp’s  end-to-end encrypt ion a l lows
groups of many users to exchange text messages,
images and video beyond the oversight of independ-
ent fact checkers or even the company itself. In July,
the company introduced a measure limiting the num-
ber of messages a user can forward, a move aimed at
curbing mass forwards in India, where the spread of
rumours led to several killings and sparked calls for
government action. —  Reuters 

WhatsApp to fight 
fake news during 
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CAIRO/DUBAI: With steaming plates of rice and
freshly sliced apples on the side, a group of Cairo-
based food scientists work in their lab to decide
whether the foreign grains will suit Egyptian palates.
The scientists cook and taste samples of rice on
offer at state tenders before they are accepted. The
process, which began late last year, has so far elimi-
nated Indian origin rice and approved of Chinese
and Vietnamese offers. Egypt has spent $46.8 million
on Chinese rice in two tenders since November. A
third is ongoing.

Egyptians are major rice consumers and take
pride in the quality of their local crop. But after
planting less local rice in 2018 to conserve water,
Egypt tapped the international market in November,
requesting samples for a cooking test. Rice is a
heavily discounted staple on Egypt’s subsidy pro-
gram, under which the state purchases foodstuffs
that are offered to subsidy card holders, currently
around 60 million people.

The scientists’ role is to ensure that the rice
bought by the state is suited to familiar cooking
methods and tastes. “Here, as a unit, we are all (aca-
demic) doctors as well as mothers in our homes,”
said Nahed Lotfy, director of the test kitchen. “We
are all trained judges who have completed training
courses.” Samples are anonymized, said Nasra
Ahmed, one of the taste testers. “We get a sample on
which we have almost no information at all,” she said.
“Everything arrives with a code.”

Researchers inspect grains for water absorption,
color and smell. After cooking, the rice is presented
to the tasters. “We evaluate the product based on

color, taste, aroma, flavor, as well as general
response,” Lotfy said. Researchers cannot wear per-
fume or smoke cigarettes. Sliced apples and water
act as palate cleansers. Traders say the taste test
drives up costs by forcing them to keep their offers
open indefinitely while it takes place. They say the
testing process is unique to Egypt. “It is something
that doesn’t happen globally,” Mostafa Al-Naggari, a
major Egyptian rice exporter and importer, told
Reuters. “In other countries, the cooking instructions
are simply written on the packet.”

On the private market, importers have contracted
to bring in 150,000 tonnes of Indian rice from
October until end April, with no complaints from
Egyptian consumers. Naggari, who buys Indian rice
to supply Egypt’s private market, said he was not
clear why Indian samples had failed the test. “These
are the rules of the tender and we will respect it, but
I am happy selling rice on the private market.”

But Nomani Nomani, an advisor to the supply
minister, said the cooking tests were necessary to
avoid the rice piling up in subsidy stores like it did
three years ago when Egyptians refused to buy it.
“Of course if an Indian rice sample that suits
Egyptian taste is presented we will accept it, but the
cooking test is necessary to make sure the rice we
are importing suits consumers,” he said. —  Reuters 

In Egypt, rice 
samples judged 
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People watch as two of three elephants stuck in deep mud on the shores of the seasonal Lake Kapnarok, situated at the base of the Kerio valley, part of the Kenyan Rift Valley’s ecosystem in Baringo County, are rescued on Monday. The
three pachyderms ventured deep into the drying lake bed in an effort to reach the receding waters and ended up mired taking scores of villagers and a Kenya Wildlife Services (KWS) team six hours to free the giants. — AFP 


